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Abstract 
In general, an interval order is defined to be an ordered set which has an interval representa- 
tion on a linearly ordered set, the real numbers for example. Bogart et al. (1991) generalized this 
concept and allowed the underlying set to be weakly ordered. They found a necessary and 
sufficient condition for an ordered set to be an interval order based on a weak order as well as 
a characterization forthis class of ordered sets by 4 forbidden suborders. In this paper interval 
orders based on further classes of ordered sets are investigated. Hereby, we concentrate on 
classes characterized by one forbidden suborder, such as series-parallel orders and interval 
orders. Furthermore, we analyse connections between order dimension and interval dimension. 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate a generalization of interval orders as 
introduced by Bogart in 12]. In Section 3 we present a characterization for the class of 
interval orders based on a class IE where ~ is closed under Dedekind-MacNeille 
completion and retracts. In particular, we consider classes ~ which are characterized 
by one forbidden suborder and, in Section 5, answer the question for which suborders 
these classes are closed under Dedekind-MacNeil le completion. This has been pre- 
viously solved in a different setting by Duffus and Rival [6]. 
An ordered set (Q, ~<Q) is called a suborder of the ordered set (P, ~<e) if Q _~ P and 
~<Q = ~<e n Q x Q. For an ordered set (Q, ~<) which is isomorphic to a suborder of 
(P, ~< ) we will briefly write Q ~< P. Forbidden suborders can also be recognized as 
forbidden substructures in the incidence structure (P, P, ~<) of the ordered set (P, ~<). 
This will be described in Section 4 using the theory of formal concept analysis. The 
results of Sections 4 and 5 make it an easy exercise to determine a characterization by
a set of forbidden suborders for interval orders based on a class which is characterized 
forbidden suborders and is closed under Dedekind-MacNeil le completion and re- 
tracts. This is elaborated in Section 6 for interval orders based on the class of linear 
orders, the class of weak orders, the class of series-parallel orders, and the class of 
interval orders. 
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In the last section we analyse classes of ordered sets with respect o questions on 
dimension. Hereby, we generalize the usual definition of dimension which is based on 
linear orders, having it now based on an arbitrary class of orders. Our first result 
shows, for classes which are closed under the formation of suborders and substitu- 
tions by chains, as a generalization of a Theorem by Ore [9], that the definition of 
dimension via the product yields the same result as the definition via the intersection. 
If a class E is closed under Dedekind-MacNeille completion then the class of ordered 
sets for which the dimension based on E is less or equal a natural number k is closed 
under Dedekind-MacNeille completion, too. Therefore we can use the results of 
Section 3 to establish a connection between interval dimension and order dimension 
both based on a class E which is closed under suborders, Dedekind-MacNeille 
completion and substitutions by chains. Finally, we give a generalized efinition for 
the so-called Ferrers dimension and develop a connection between Ferrers dimension 
and order dimension as well as a connection between Ferrers dimension and interval 
dimension which again generalizes well-known results. 
2. Preliminaries 
The usual definition of an interval order has a linearly ordered set as underlying set. 
As suggested in [3] this concept can be generalized, such that the underlying set is, for 
example, weakly ordered or series-parallel. Let us give the following general definition 
for interval orders. 
Definition. For ordered sets P and Q we say that P has an interval representation on 
Q if there is a mapping which assigns to each x ~ P a nontrivial interval [/(x), r(x)] of 
Q (l(x) <Qr(x)) such that x <eY if and only if r(x) <~Ql(y). 
Let E be a class of ordered sets. Then P is called E-based, if there exists Q E E such 
that P has an interval representation Q. If P is a E-based interval order then we will 
also write P e 3(E). 
On a first view it might be surprising that 'r(x) ~<Q l(y)' has been chosen for the 
definition instead of 'r(x) <Q l(y)'. But, as we will see later, it is very handy to work 
with this definition and it makes sense for several other reasons. For the original 
interval orders, for example, which are exactly the EL-based interval orders, where 
EL is the class of linear orders, the two possible definitions yield (at least in the finite 
case, cf. [2]) the same class of ordered sets. On the other hand, if we took 'r(x) <Q l(y)' 
in the definition, then the Ew-based interval orders - -  Ew the class of weakly ordered 
sets - -  would be the same class as the EL-based interval order, i.e. we would not get 
anything new (cf. also I-3]). 
Let Pred(x):= { y ly <e x} be the predecessor set of x in P, and Suc(x):= { y ly >e x} 
be the successor set of x in P. Furthermore, let Pred(Suc(x)):= Ar~suc~x)Pred(y) and 
Suc(Pred(x)) := A y~Pred~x~ Suc(y). Bogart 1-2] observed that every ordered set has an 
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interval representation on ~(P) := (gJ(P), _ ), where 
9.I(P) := {Pred(x) lx e P} w { Pred(Suc(x)) I x e P}. 
It turns out to be very useful to consider also the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of 
~(P) which is isomorphic to the so-called concept lattice _~ (P, P, <). 
Let us give a short introduction into formal concept analysis (see also [8, 14]). I f / i s  
an incidence relation between two sets G and M, i.e. ! _ G x M, then (G, M, I) is called 
a context. For every context we can consider the concept lattice ~_(G, M, I) consisting 
of pairs (A, B), called concepts, together with an order relation. The concepts (A, B), 
A _ G and B _ M, are, roughly speaking, the maximal rectangles of I, i.e. they satisfy 
A /=BandB/=Awhere  
At:= {m~MIVg~A:o lm},  BI: = {g~GIVm~B:g lm}.  
The concepts can be ordered by 
(A1,B1) ~< (A2,B2): "¢=~ A1 - A2('c=:'B1 ~ B2) 
and they then form a complete lattice, the concept lattice ~(G, M, I). Note that for any 
subset A _ G and any subset B ~ M, the pairs (A' ,  A t) and (B I, B ' )  are concepts, 
since Am= A t and B m= B I. The concepts generated by one element, namely 
yg:= ({0}11, {g}l), g ~ G, and #m:= ({m} l, {m}U), m ~ M, have the following useful 
property: 
glm ~ Y9 <~ #m. 
Let us consider the case (G,M, I )=(P ,P ,  <~) for an ordered set P. With 
(x]:= {YlY <~l,X} and [x):= {YlY >~ex} we obtain for A __ P 
A ~ = (-] [x) and A ~ ~ = 0 (x] 
xeA xEA ~ 
and, in particular for x e P, 
{x}~<=[x) and {x}~<~=(x]. 
Therefore, 7x =/~x = ((x], [x)) and it is now easy to see that the concept lattice 
~_ (P, P, ~<) is the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of P, i.e. ~ (P, P, ~<) is the smallest 
lattice for which there exists an order-embedding from P into this lattice (this result 
can be found already in [12]). 
For (G,M,I) = (P,P, <) we get 
7x = (Pred(Suc(x)), Suc(x)) and /zx = (Pred(x), Suc(Pred(x))). 
Hence, ~(P,  P, <) is the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of 9:I(P). The next lemma 
captures an idea frequently used in formal concept analysis. 
Lemma 1. Let ~_ (G, M, I) be a concept lattice and L a complete lattice. Then there is an 
order-preserving embedding from ~(G, M, I) into L if and only if there exist mappings 
: G -* L and fl: M --, L such that gIm iff ~g <<-L tim. 
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Proof. If tp is an embedding from ~(G,M, I )  into L then the mappings ~0y and ~op 
have the desired property, because 
glm ¢~ ~g <~ pm ¢0. q97g <~L qg#m. 
On the other hand, let ~:G ~ L and f l :M-- .  L be mappings satisfying 9Im iff 
~O <~Lflm. Define 2:~(G,M, I ) - - .  L by 2(A,B):= ~/g~a~9. For (A1,Ba), 
(A z, B2) ~ ~B (G, M, 1) with (A1, B1) ~< (A2, B2) we clearly have 2(A1, B1) <~L )~ (A2, Bz). 
Now suppose 2(A~,B1) ~<L2(A2, B2). For a concept (A,B) and for all 9 ~ A, m ~ B 
we have glm, hence ~g ~<Lflm. Thus we get for all x ~ A~, y ~ B2 
g~AI geA2 
therefore xly. This yields B2 --- B1, i.e. (A1,B1) <<. (AE,B2). In this way the injectivity 
of 2 has been shown, too. Hence, 2 is an order-preserving embedding. [] 
3. E-based interval orders 
In this section we develop, for certain classes E, a characterization for E-based 
interval orders. 
Theorem 2. Every ordered set P has an interval representation on ~(P) and on 
(P, P, <). I f  L is a complete lattice such that P is representable by intervals of L, then 
there is an order-preservin9 embeddin9 from ~(P,P,  <) into L (briefly written as 
~(P,P,  <) ~< L). 
Proof. Assign to x ~ P the interval [Pred(x), Pred(Suc(x))] of ~(P)  (see [2]). This is 
a nontrivial interval, since x ~ Pred(Suc(x))\Pred(x). Moreover, x <p y is equivalent 
to Pred(Suc(x))c_ Pred(y). Hence, we have an interval representation on ~(P). 
Similarly, the mapping x ~ [/~x, yx] yields an interval representation of P on 
~_ (P,P, <). 
Let L be a complete lattice and let [l(x), r(x)], x ~ P, be the intervals of the interval 
representation f P on L, i.e. x <p y if and only if r(x) <<.L l(y). Obviously, r and I can 
be taken for ~ and fl in Lemma 1 so that ~_(P,P, <) is embeddable into L. [] 
Hence, ~(P,  P, <) is the smallest complete lattice on which an interval representa- 
tion for P can be found. The following theorem yields a nice tool for deciding whether 
an ordered set P is a E-based interval order or not. 
A retract of P is a subset of Q ~_ P together with the induced order relation, such 
that there is an order-preserving map g :P  --+ Q which is fixed on Q, i.e. y(q) = q for 
every q e Q. In particular, a retract is a suborder. On the other hand, a suborder 
L which is also a complete lattice is always a retract. Just take g: P-- ,  L with 
g(x):= supL{y ~ LIy <~ x} as retraction map. 
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Theorem 3. Let if, be a class of ordered sets which is closed under Dedekind-MacNeille 
completion and retracts. Then P ~ 3(f£) if and only if ~(P,P,  <) e ~. 
Proof. By Theorem 2, P • 3 (g) if ~ (P, P, <) • g. 
Let P • 3(~), i.e. there exists a Q • ~, such that P has an interval representation  
Q. Then P can also be represented by intervals of ~_(Q,Q, <~) which is also in g. 
Theorem 2 yields that ~_(P,P, <) can be embedded into ~_(Q,Q, <~). Therefore it is 
a retract of ~_ (Q, Q, ~<), hence a member of ~. [] 
If we require additionally that ~ is closed under the formation of suborders, then we 
get the following result. 
Corollary 4. Let ~ be a class of ordered sets which is closed under Dedekind-MacNeille 
completion and suborders. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) P • 3(~), 
(2) ~(P) • ~, 
(3) ~ (P, P, <) • g. 
Proof. Certainly, ~(P) • E and ~(P, P, <) • ~ are equivalent, since ~(P) is a suborder 
of ~_ (P, P, <), and _~ (P, P, <) is the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of _~(P). [] 
4. Q-free ordered sets 
An ordered set P is called Q-free for a given finite ordered set Q, if no suborder of 
P is isomorphic to Q. The class of Q-free orders is denoted by ~Q. Many classes of 
ordered sets investigated in the literature are in fact characterized bythe term Q-free 
for a certain Q. The orders A2, 2 + 1, 2 + 2 and N, depicted in Fig. 1, determine inthis 
sense the classes of linear orders, weak orders, interval orders, and series-parallel 
orders. However note that the term N-free is in general used for a different class of 
ordered sets, introduced by Rival in [11], than the N-free or series-parallel orders 
described here. 
It will be the topic of the next section to examine for which finite ordered sets Q the 
classes ~Q are closed under Dedekind-MacNeiUe completion. For these classes we 
have, by Theorem 3, a useful criterion for deciding whether an order P is a ~Q-based 
interval order or not, namely P • 3 (~Q) if and only if ~_ (P, P, <) E ~Q. In Theorem 5, 
a characterization f Q-free concept lattices by forbidden subcontexts will be given. 
(H,N, IraH x N) is called subcontext of (G,M,I) i fH ___ G and N ___ M. This charac- 
terization proves to be very useful for both investigating whether ~Q is closed under 
Dedekind-MacNeille completion, and determining forbidden suborders for ~Q-based 
interval orders if ~Q is closed under Dedekind-MacNeille completion. 
We need some more definitions. For a context (G, M, I), # • G, and m E M, we write 
g,/'m if(0, m)¢I and {g}~ is maximal with respect to set inclusion in the set { {h}llh • G, 
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l l  n 
Crown C. Standard ordered set Sn 
Fig. 1. Some ordered sets. 
(h, m)~I } and {m} t is maximal in the set { {n}11n ~ M, (g, n)~I }. In other words, g,/m iff 
in the concept lattice ~_ (G, M, I)~g ~/am and all concepts trictly below yg are also 
below or equal/~m and all concepts strictly above/am are above or equal ),g. Note that 
if yg is incomparable to #m then gc~m corresponds tothe fact that (~g, #m) is a critical 
pair in ~_(G,M,I). Critical pairs play an important role in dimension theory for 
ordered sets (see for example [10]). 
The following theorem comprises ome (partly well known) facts from formal 
concept analysis (cf. also [13]). All double-arrows are related to the context (Q, Q, ~<) 
of the ordered set (Q, ~<). Further, we define [p):= {x e Qlx >1 p},(p] := {x e Qlx <<. p}, 
p~r:= {q e QIP~q} and p,2t := {q e Qlq~p}. 
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Theorem 5. Let (Q, ~<) be a finite ordered set and (G, M, I) a context. The following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) (Q, <~) has an order-preserving embedding into ~_ (G, M, I). 
(2) There exist mappings ~ from Q into ~3(G), the power set of G, and fl : Q ~ ~(M), 
such that 
p ~q ¢~. ~(p) x f l (q )~ l .  
(3) There exist mappings ~ : Q -* ~(G), fl : Q -* ~(M), such that 
p <<.eq =~ ~(p) xf l (q)~_l  
and 
p /oq  =z. ~(p) x fl(q) ~ I. 
(4) There exist mappings ~:Q ~ ¢~(G), fl:Q ~ ~(M)  with ]~(p)[ ~< [P/ ' I  and 
Ifl(p)l ~< Ip/tl, such that 
P "~-o.q =~ ~(P)×fl(q) ~ I 
and 
pc~ ~q =~ ~(p) × fl(q) ~ I. 
Proof. (1) =~ (2): Let 2: Q ~ ~B(G, M, I) be the embedding with 2(p) = (Ap, Bp). Then 
~(p) := A n and fl(p):= Bp have the desired property. 
The implications (2) =~ (3) and (4) =~ (3) are trivial. (1) =~ (4): Let 
2: Q ~ ~(G,M, I )  be the embedding with 2(p) = (Ap, Bn). For p,q ~ Q with p ~ q we 
have Bq ~ Bp. Therefore there exist g e A n, m ~ Bq such that (g, m)q~l. So, for every pair 
(p, q) ~ Q × Q with p/q  in the context (Q, Q, ~<), choose such elements from A n and 
Bq and denote them by gpq and mpq. Then define 
at(p):= {gpq [q ~ Q, p /q},  fl(q):= {mp~ ]p E Q, pzq}. 
Obviously, I~(P)I ~ [P/'[ and Ifl(q)l ~< Iq,,'*l. If p ~< q then ApXBq ~_ I. Now 
a(p) _ A n and fl(q) ~_ Bq yield a(p)x fl(q) ~ I. For p,,~q we have (gpq, mpq)~I but 
(gpq,mpq) ~a(p) x fl(q), therefore a(p) x fl(q) ~ I. 
(3) =~ (1): Consider the mapping 2:p ~ (fl[p)l, flip)H), where fl[p):= Ux~tp~fl(x). 
We show that ). is an embedding from Q into ~_(G,M,I). For p <<. q we clearly have 
fl[p) ~_ fl[q) and therefore fl[p)i ~ fl[q)t. Hence 2(p) ~< 2(q). 
Ifp ~ q then we claim that there exist r, s ~ Q with r ~< p and s t> q such that rc~s, i.e. 
r ~ s and [r) is maximal with respect to set inclusion in the set { [x) l x e Q, x ~ s} and 
is] is maximal in the set {(Y]IY e Q, r ~ y}. To prove this, suppose that [p) is not 
maximal among all [x), where x ~ Q, x ~ q (otherwise choose p for r). Then there is an 
r, such that r ~ q, [r) maximal among all [x), x ~ q, and [r) _~ [p), i.e. p >/r. Assume 
that (q] is not maximal among all (y], y ~ r otherwise choose q for s). Then there is an 
s with s ~ r, (s] maximal and (s] ~ (q], i.e. q ~< s. Since x ~ q for every x ~ s, we have 
that [r) is also maximal among all [x), x ~ s. Hence r /s .  It follows, by assumption, 
that at(r)x f l(s)~ I. On the other hand, we have fl[q)l c fl(s)~ since s ~ [q), and 
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o:(r) ~_ fl[r)1~_ fl[p)t since r <~ p. Therefore fl[p)1G fl[q)l is impossible, hence 
2(p) ~ 2(q). [] 
How can such mappings, a, fl be recognized in a context or, more precisely, how 
does a subcontext (~(Q), fl(Q), I n~(Q)× fl(Q)) of (G, M,I)  look like? 
Based on condition (4) of Theorem 5 we shall construct a set ~o of contexts uch 
that at least one of them has to occur (up to isomorphism)as subcontext of (G, M, I) if 
Q ~< _~ (G, M, I). For the purpose of this construction choose for each pc~q in (Q, Q, <~) 
elements opq (~ G) and mpq (~ M) as in the proof of Theorem 5. Then consider the sets 
Ge:= {9pqlpc~eq} and Me:= {mpqlPz'eq} and choose any incidence relation I on 
G e × M e satisfying the following rules: 
P <~q ~ 9pxlmrq for all x, y ~ Q with 9px ~ GQ, mrq ~ M e 
and 
P~eq =~ gpx I mrq for some x, y e Q with gpx e G e, mrq ~ M e. 
Hence, condition (4) of Theorem 5 is satisfied for contexts having (G e, Me, I) as 
subcontext, if we take for a(p) the set {gpxlx~Q, pZox} and for fl(q) the set 
{mrqly e Q, Y~eq}. Note that, for all (gp~, mrq) where neither p ~-oq nor PZeq, it can 
be arbitrarily chosen whether (g~, mrq ) e I or not. 
We purify a context (G,M,I) by identifying elements g, h e G, g # h, whenever 
{g}l = {h}' and, analogously, elements m, n e M, m # n, whenever {m} t = {n}'. Thus, 
the resulting context has possibly less rows or columns, but no two rows and no two 
columns are identical. 
Now we are ready to define ~q. ~e consists of all contexts we obtain by purifying 
(G e, M e, I) where I is any incidence satisfying the above rules. Note that the purified 
context still satisfies condition (4) of Theorem 5. However it may happen that 
• (p):= {9pxlpZx} and a(q):= {g~lqZx} (or fl(p) and fl(q)) are no more disjoint for 
some p, q e Q if two elements gpx and 0qr have been identified so that there exists an 
element with two names. 
The set K e sufficiently describes all subcontexts possibly occurring in (G, M, I) if 
Q <~ ~_(G,M,I), or, the other way round, if ~_(G,M,I) is Q-free then no context of 
~q is a subcontext of (G, M, I). Formally we write 
Q ~_(G,M, I )  ¢~ ~Q.~(G,M,I) .  
h~ e can be pictured as part of G e x M e in the following way. For p, q e Q there are 
three possibilities for the subcontext {g~,xlX e Q, pZx} x {mrqlye Q, y~q} of 
G a x M e. If p ~< q then the box is full of crosses. If p~q then exactly this possibility is 
excluded. In this case we draw an empty box with dashed lines and sometimes 
a double-arrow inside. If neither p ~< q or nor p~q then every combination of 
incidences is possible which we indicate by omitting the box. In Fig. 2 this is 
demonstrated for the ordered set 'N' and for the 3-element antichain Aa. Further 
examples can be found in Section 5. 
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Fig. 2. Construction of Kq. 
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5. For which Q is Cq closed under Dedekind-MacNeille completion? 
The objective of this section is to determine those finite ordered sets Q for which 
{~Q is closed under Dedekind-MacNeille completion. For these ordered sets we have 
by Theorem 3, since 6:q is closed under the formation of suborders for every Q, that an 
ordered set P is a lEe-based interval order if and only if _~ (P, P, <) e ~q. 
An element x # 0 in a lattice is called join-irreducible if x = y v z implies x = y or 
x = z. For a finite ordered set Q let J(Q) consist of all elements x e Q such that 7x is 
a join-irreducible element in the Dedekind-MacNeille completion _~(Q, Q, ~<) of Q. 
J(Q) is easy to determine since J(Q)= {xeQ:xz ' "  50}. Every ordered set Q is 
embeddable into ~_(J(Q), J(Q), # ), which is isomorphic to the lattice of all subsets of 
{1 .... ,IJ(Q)I}- An order-preserving embedding from Q into ~_(J(Q), J(Q), #)  is 
obtained by x ~-* ((x] c~ J (Q), ((x] c~ J (Q))C). Mappings ~, fl satisfying the conditions (4) 
of Theorem 5 can be chosen as follows: 
~(x):=~!x}, i f x~J (Q)  and fl(x):=x,M. 
(o  else 
We obtain 
x~y ¢~ o:(x)r~fl(y) # O ¢*" ~(x) x fl(y) ~ I. 
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Let S~, n/> 3, denote the so-called standard ordered set, which is isomorphic to the 
ordered set consisting of the one-element and the (n - 1)-element subsets of { 1, ..., n} 
ordered by set inclusion. Then ~_(S~,S~, <~) is isomorphic to ~_(J(Q), J(Q), ~ ) for 
n:= IJ(Q)I. Hence, if Q ~ SIJ(Q)I then ~Q is not closed under Dedekind-MacNeiUe 
completion. Thus, whenever t£Q is closed under Dedekind-MacNeille completion then 
Q ~ SIJ(Q)l. 
Duffus and Rival obtained in [-6] a characterization f those Q for which ~:Q is closed 
under Dedekind-MacNeille completion. 
Theorem 6. (Duffus and Rival [6]). Let Q be a finite ordered set. Then ff.Q is closed 
under Dedekind-MacNeille completion if and only if Q is isomorphic to one of the 
ordered sets A2, 2 + l, 2 + 2, N, X or Sn, n >/3 (see Fi#. 1). 
Note that Duffus and Rival stated their theorem in a slightly different setting. They 
considered finite ordered sets Q which are separable in every finite lattice instead of 
finite ordered sets Q having the property that ~Q is closed under Dedekind-MacNeille 
completion. Separable means that whenever Q is a suborder of L, then Q is also 
isomorphic to a suborder of the ordered set consisting of the join and the meet 
irreducibles of L. 
Here are some steps of the proof from the viewpoint of forbidden subcontexts for 
Q-free orders. First we will show for the ordered sets Q listed in Theorem 6 that ~Q is 
closed under Dedekind-MacNeille completion, i.e. whenever Q ~< ~_(P, P, ~<) for an 
ordered set P then also Q ~< P. By Section 4, Q ~< ~(P, P, ~<) means that one of the 
contexts of ~Q (see Fig. 3) is a subcontext of (P, P, ~<). 
Our objective is now to find subsets Gs ~- GQ and Ms ~- MQ such that the subset of 
P corresponding to Gs w Ms forms a suborder of P isomorphic to Q. For this it has to 
be clear for every x, y ~ Gs u Ms whether they are comparable in P or not. If # e Gs, 
m ~ Ms we know that 0 ~< m if glm, g ~ m if g~,'m and m ~ # if there exist h e GQ, 
n e MQ such that him, gin and h2n. But there is no possibility to say with certainty 
that m ~< g. For two elements which are both from Gs or both from Ms it is only 
possible to judge about their incomparability. Two elements #, h ~ Gs are incompar- 
able if there exist m, n e MQ such that glm, hln, g,,~n and h•m. The condition for m, 
n ~ Ms, m not comparable to n, is analogous (see Fig. 4). 
Thus, the fact that the context pattern ~Q of an order Q is part of (P, P, ~<) for an 
order P can only guarantee the existence of a suborder of P which is of the following 
form. The elements of the suborder are in Gs w Ms where Gs ~ GQ and Ms ~ MQ. 
The elements of Gs are minimal elements of the suborder, hence form an antichain. 
Likewise, the elements of Ms are maximal elements in the suborder. For 
x, y ~ Gs u Ms, we have x ~< y exactly if x ~ Gs, y ~ Ms, and (x, y) e I where I is the 
incidence relation of KQ. Note that we have to further ensure that x ~ y for every 
x ~ Gs and y ~ Ms. This can be obtained by either x~y or by the existence of h E GQ, 
n ~ MQ such that xly, xln, hly and hLn. In Fig. 3, for every order Q from Theorem 6, 
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Fig. 3. ~e  for the orders from Theorem 6. 
z" 
X 
X 
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, I  x 
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y 
n 
Ksn 
mn 
g ...... ..... ) x 
g ~z 
mn 
I 
g[ ...... x 
h [ ...... z l  x 
g___m g~m m~g gllh 
Fig. 4. Definite (non-)comparabilities. 
sets Gs and Ms are indicated in such a way that GswMs builds a suborder of 
P isomorphic to Q. 
It remains to show that these are all orders for which (f:Q is closed under 
Dedekind-MacNeille completion. The only remaining orders of width less or equal 
than 2 are V, V d and the two-element chain. But all of them are suborders of 
~_ (A2,A2, ~<) but not a suborder of A2. 
If width Q >I 3 then an ordered set P can be constructed such that Q ~ P, but 
Q <~ ~_(P,P, <~). This can be done by, loosely speaking, removing a 3-element an- 
tichain from Q and adding instead an ordered set of width less than 3 (see for example 
Fig. 5). For a detailed proof we refer the reader to I-6]. 
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P 
Fig. 5. A 3 ~ P, but A 3 ~< ~_(P,P, <~). 
6. Characterization by forbidden suborders 
I fQ is an ordered set such that ~o is closed under Dedekind-MacNeil le completion, 
then we obtain from the preceding sections that, for an arbitrary ordered set P, 
P~3(~Q)~ ~(P,P ,  <)~o 
• ¢~ Q -~(n ,n ,  <) 
"¢*" ~O 4~ (P,P, <). 
Therefore P is a ~q-based interval order if and only if no context of the set ~Q is 
a subcontext of (P, P, <). Each of these contexts may be caused by different ordered 
sets. The goal is now to determine a set of minimal forbidden suborders which 
characterize the class of ~o-based interval orders. First we have to determine the set of 
purified contexts of K o and then we can remove those contexts which contain another 
one of them as a subcontext. In other words, we are searching for the set of minimal 
forbidden subcontexts for (P, P, <). Observe the difference to the procedure in Section 
5. There we only had to show that a certain ordered set Q is a suborder of P if 
Ko ~< (P, P, ~<) (since we knew the reverse direction that from Q ~< P it follows that 
K o ~< (P, P, ~<)). But here we have to find all ordered sets which cause ~o ~< (P, P, <) 
if the ordered set occurs as suborder of P. However, we can neglect hose which are 
not minimal. 
Consider a context (Go, M o, I) of ~o  as subcontext of (P, P, <). Then, for g e G o 
and m • M o, g < m in P if and only if gIm in the subcontext. For two elements g, 
h • G o the relationship g < h is possible only if {g}1 ~ {h}1. Likewise m < n for m, 
n • M o is possible only if {m} I ~-- {n} I. Further, m < g or m = g is possible for g • G O, 
m ~ M e if g lm and for all n • {g}t and h • {m} I also (h, n) • I. Note that the minimal 
forbidden suborders do not have more than [ Go[ + I Mo4 elements. On the other hand, 
there are two possibilities to get forbidden suborders with less elements. The first is 
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Fig. 6. Forbidden suborders for ~(~2 + 1)" 
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17~ tl o 
o h i 
Fig. 7. Forbidden suborders for 3(($N). 
that a context has less rows or less columns since in the purifying process some 
elements have been identified. The second is that m = g is possible for some elements. 
So, the forbidden suborders are constructed in the following way. First determine the 
set of minimal forbidden subcontexts of ~_(P,P ,  <). For every suborder, the <-  
comparabilities between elements of GQ and MQ are given in the subcontext. Then add 
any subset of the possible additional comparabilities. Always check that the resulting 
relation is transitive and that the order does not contain one of the other forbidden 
suborders, since then it would not be minimal. Obviously, for some contexts only one 
suborder exists whereas for other contexts a large set of suborders can be found. 
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In Figs. 6, 7 and 8 the determination of the forbidden suborders for ($Q-based 
interval orders, where Q = 2 + 1, N or 2 + 2, is shown. For Q = 2 + 1 this character- 
ization has already been carried out in [3]. It is easy to see (and well known) that the 
only forbidden suborder for 3(6;a2) is the order 2 + 2. Likewise it is easy to see that 
the only forbidden suborder for ~ (Es,) is S,. Hence 3(~s . )  = ($s,. In Fig. 8 not every 
forbidden suborder is depicted. The ordered sets indicated by dots can be obtained by 
adding to the left order any subset of the comparabilities which are contained in the 
I I I - , I , , I o lp l  
ill x : h= h= j=o i x x ~ j x g h . . . .  i 
n o p 
I I Iml"l° lPl  \~Afm . o p, 
g x x X(~ kc~ X~ 
• m 
h x x 
i x x g 
g h i g 
i l~l~lOlghi ×× ×× × o//~X~/~~ ~ ~~ o , ~ ~ ~  o 
j x g h i j 
h i j 
I n I I I 
i i i  i i i 
9 x x ~,,./}~/}[~ 
h x x " 
i x x g h i 
III I I I ,,,m.n,°.P. , .  , ,  o , 
9 x x O . .q~.  f~ . .Q '  
h x x x 
i X X X 
j x x g h i j 
Fig. 8(a). The 37 forbidden suborders for 3(E2 + 2) (Part 1). 
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Fig. 8(b). The 37 forbidden suborders for 3(~2+2) (Part 2). 
right order but not in the left. So if there are k additional comparabilities then 
certainly 2 k orders are between the two orders. 
However, it has to be admitted that it can be an exhausting job to determine all 
minimal, nonisomorphic forbidden suborders from the given forbidden subcontexts. 
This is in particular true for ~(tEx), and therefore the characterization f 3(Ex)  by 
forbidden suborders has not been carried through, here. 
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) 
<3 O 
Fig. 9. The ordered sets of Theorem 6 ordered by the suborder elation. 
Note that many of the classes t£Q, Q closed under Dedekind-MacNeille completion, 
are contained in each other as indicated by Fig. 9. Clearly, for QI,Q2 with Q~ ~< Q2, 
we have (£Q~ ___ ~Q2 and 3(~Q1) ~- 3(~Q2). An interesting observation is that for every 
forbidden suborder R2 for 3(t£Q2 ) there has to exist a forbidden suborder R1 for 
~(~$Q~) such that R1 ~< R 2. 
7. Dimension 
It turns out that the theory developed in this paper is quite useful for considering 
questions on dimension. We will derive a generalization f a result of Doignon et al. 
[5] connecting order dimension and interval dimension. 
Definition. Let (~ be a class of ordered sets containing all linear orders. The c~- 
dimension on ~ of an ordered set (P, ~<), denoted by c~-dim~ (P, ~<), is defined to be the 
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C 
P 
p, 
Fig. 10. Substitution f a • P by a chain C. 
smallest number k of ordered sets (P, ~<1) .... ,(P, ~k) ~ ~ such that ~< = (-]k=l ~i' 
The zr-dimension on ~ of (P, ~), denoted by ~r-dim~(P, ~<), is the smallest number of 
ordered sets of ~ for which there exists an order-preserving embedding from (P, ~<) 
into their direct product. 
Due to a theorem of Ore [9] the n-dimension and the c~-dimension are the same if 
is the class of linear orders. Behrendt [1] showed that the same is true also for the 
class of 'trees', where an ordered set is called a tree if and only if it does not contain 
a suborder isomorphic to V a (see Fig. 1). The following theorem shows that even more 
classes of ordered sets have this property. 
Substitution by chains means, we obtain a new ordered set P' from P by substituting 
an element a by a chain C. An example is shown in Fig. 10. Thus P':= (P \{a})~C 
where x ~<e'Y ifx, yE P and x <<.eY, or x, ye  C and x <<.cY or x~ C and a ~<ey, or 
yeCandx  ~<ea. 
Theorem 7. Let ~ be a class of ordered sets which is closed under the formation of 
suborders and substitutions by chains. Then, for every ordered set (P, ~<), 
~dim~(P, ~<)= u-dime(P, ~<). 
Proof. Let c~-dime(P, ~<) ~< k, i.e. there exist k extensions (P, ~<1),-.. ,(P, ~<k)e t£ of 
(P, ~<) with ~ = (31= 1 ~i. Then we get an embedding from (P, 4) into Ilk= 1 (P, ~i) 
by assigning x to (x .... , x), since 
x ~y ~ V i :x  ~iY ~ (X,...,X)<<-mP.<~,J(Y,'",Y)" 
Hence re-dime(P, ~<) ~< k. 
Now, let 2 : x ~-~ (xl . . . . .  Xk) be an embedding from (P, ~<) into the direct product 
Il~= 1 (Qi, ~i) of ordered sets (Qi, <<.i) of ~. We have x ~< y if and only if xl <~iYi for 
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i = 1 .. . . .  k. For everyj = 1,... ,k, choose a linear extension L~ of 1-Ii ~j(Q~, ~<i). Then 
define (P, ~<cj) by 
x <~cjy:~ 
xj  <jy j  or 
xj = yj and (xx . . . . .  xj_ ~,xj+ 1, ... ,xk) ~Lj(Y~ ... . .  Yj- 1,Y~+ ~ ... . .  Yk)' 
Certainly, (P, ~<c~) is an extension of (P, ~<) and, moreover, (P, <~c~) • t~ since it has 
been obtained by substitution of chains in (Q~, ~<j). So, ~< ~_ N~= ~ ~<cr On the other 
hand, x ~ y yields that there exists an i such that xi ~ yl and therefore x ~c, Y. Hence 
~< = N~=~ ~<cj, i.e. n-dime(P, ~) ~< n-dime(P, ~<). [] 
The class of Q-free ordered sets (i.e. the class of ordered sets which do not contain 
a suborder isomorphic to Q) are obviously closed under substitution by chains if and 
only if Q does not contain a nontrivial autonomous chain. This means that each 
suborder C or Q isomorphic to a chain with more than one element contains two 
elements which have different predecessor sets or successor sets in Q \ C. For example 
the ordered set 'N' and the k-element antichain Ak do not contain a nontrivial 
autonomous chain, hence the class of series-parallel orders and the class of ordered 
sets of width less or equal than k - 1 satisfy rt-dim¢ P -- c~-dim¢ P. It even happens to 
be the case that all ordered sets of Fig. 1 except 2 + 1 and 2 + 2 do not contain an 
autonomous chain and, indeed, for the classes determined by these two ordered sets, 
the class of weak orders and the class of interval orders, there exists P such that 
re-dime P < n-dime P. For example, consider the standard ordered set $4 (see Fig. 1). 
$4 is embeddable into the Boolean lattice with four atoms, denoted by B4, which is 
isomorphic to the direct product of two weak orders, namely B4 ~ BE × B2. So, 
n-dime2., $4 = n-dim¢~+ 2 $4 = 2 < 4 = n-dime2~ $4 = c~-dim~2+ , $4. 
If It-dime P = n-dime P then we also speak of dime P. Define ffk := {PI n-dime P ~ k}. 
Clearly, ~k is closed under the formation of suborders for every class ~. If P • ~k, i.e. 
P is embeddable into I1~=1 Ci, Ci•~,  then P is also embeddable into 
Flk=l ~(Ci, Ci, <~). Since I-Ik=l ~(Ci, Ci, <<.) is a lattice, we can embed also the 
Dedekind-MacNeille completion of P, the lattice ~(P, P, ~), into l-Ik= 1 ~(Ci, Ci, ~<). 
We conclude that if ~ is closed under Dedekind-MacNeille completion then 
~(Ci, Ci, <<.) • ft. and therefore ~(P, P, ~<) • ~k, hence ~k is closed under Dedekind- 
MacNeille completion. 
Lemma 8. Let f£ be a class of ordered sets and let P be an ordered set. Then 
(1) c~-dim.~tclP ~< cc~-dime~_ (P, P, <) and 
(2) n-dime _~ (P, P, <) ~< n-dimity} P if ft. is closed under Dedekind-MacNeille com- 
pletion. 
Proof. Let n-dime~_ (P,P, <) ~< k and let (~(P,P,  <), ~<j),j = 1 .. . . .  k, be k ordered 
sets of ~ which intersect to ~_(P,P, <) (note that ~(P,P,  <) denotes the set of all 
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elements of ~(P,P,  <)). (P, ~<) has the interval representation x ~-~ [px,~x] on 
~_(P,P, <). Define now for j = 1 .... ,k a E-based interval order (P, ~<zj) based on 
(fB(P,P, <), ~<j) by x <~jy if and only ifyx <~j#y. We obtain 
x <eY ~¢" 7x <<,~e.l,.<ll~Y ¢~ Vj: ?x <~j#y ¢~ Vj: x <1,Y- 
Hence <e = 0~=1 <zj and c~-dimate~P ~< k. 
Let E be closed under Dedekind-MacNeille completion. Let c~-dim.~te) P ~< k and 
let (P, ~<~),j = 1 .... ,k, be E-based interval orders with ~<e = G~=~ ~<~. For each 
j there exists an ordered set C~ ~ E and an interval representation which assigns to 
x ~ P the interval [l~(x), r~(x)] of C~ such that x <t~ Y if and only if r~(x) <~c~ l (y). We 
get an interval representation for P on I-I~=~(C~, <c~) by the mapping 
x ~ [ ( It (x), ..., l~ (x)), (r ~ (x) .... , rk (X)) ]. Hence P e 3 (Ek) and since Ek is closed under 
Dedekind-MacNeille completion and suborders we have that ~_(P,P, <)e  Ek and 
n-dime _~(P, P, <) ~< k. [] 
Let us denote by idimeP:= n-dimat~jP the interval dimension on E of P in 
coincidence with the usual definition of interval dimension if E is the class of linear 
orders. 
Corollary 9. I f  E is a class of ordered sets which is closed under Dedekind-MacNeille 
completion and satisfying n-dime = c~-dime = dime, then 
idirneP = dime~_ (P,P, <). 
The final step of this section is to establish a connection to a further concept of 
dimension concerning contexts. For a class E and a context (G, M, F), F is called 
E-Ferrers relation if _~ (G, M, F) e E. So, ifE is the class of linear ordered sets, we again 
have the usual definition of Ferrers relations (cf. e.g. [4]). The Ferrets dimension on 
E of a context (G,M,I), denoted by Fdime(G,M,l), is the minimum number of 
E-Ferrers relations F~, . . . ,F,  with I = NT=~ Ft. The next theorem has been stated 
before in [15] for the case of linear orders. 
Theorem 10. Let E be closed under Dedekind-MacNeille completion and retracts. Then 
F dime (G, M, 1) = n-dime _~ (G, M, I). 
Proof. Let Fdime(G,M,I)<~k, that is, there exist k E-Ferrers relations 
F1 .... ,Fk with I=Nki=lFi and ~_(G,M, Fi)eE for all i. Consider the map- 
ping tp:~_(G,M,I) ~ I-Ik=l _~(G,M,F~) defined by ~o(A,B):= ((ArlrlAF1),..., 
(A Fkrk, AFk)). Certainly, tp is order-preserving. Suppose (AI,BI) ~ (A2,B2). Then 
there exist geA1 and mEB2 with (0,m)¢I = (~k=~Fi. Thus, there exists i with 
i~FiFi AFt~ IAF'Fi Af') ~ ~2 ,-~2 p and so tp(A1,B1) ~ q~(A2,B2). We con- (g,m)¢Fi, hence ~,~1 , 
dude that ~p is an order-preserving embedding from ~(G, M, I) into l-Ik= t ~(G, M, F~), 
i.e. n-dim~  ( G, M, I ) <. k. 
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Let now 2: ~_ (G, M, I) --, Hk= 1 ci, ci  ~ ~, be an order-preserving embedding. For 
i = 1,.. . ,  k, let 2i denote the composition of 2 with the projection on Ci. Then we 
define 
Fi:= {(g, m) ~ G × m12~Tg <<, )'~#m}. 
We obtain I = ok= 1 Fi since 
glm ¢~ yg <~ pm ¢~ )-Tg ~< )-pro ,e~ Vi: )-iTg ~< 2i~m ~ Vi: gFim. 
Further, there is an order-preserving embedding from ~_(G, M, Fi) into ~_ (Ci, Ci, ~<). 
Just apply Lemma 1 by choosing )-~? for ~ and )-i/~ for/L The assumptions made for 
yield ~(G,M,  Fi)~ ~, i.e. Fi is a ~$-Ferrers relation. Finally, we can conclude that 
F dim¢(G,M,1) <~ n-dim¢ ~_ (G,M,I). [] 
Corollary 11. Let f$ be a class of ordered sets which is closed under Dedekind-Mac- 
Neille completion and satisfying n-dime = c~-dim~. Then 
(1) dim~P = Fdim¢(P,P, <<,), 
(2) idimcP = Fdim¢(P,P, <). 
Proof. Note that n-dime = n-dime yields, in particular, that ~ is closed under the 
formation of suborders. If P e ~ then rt-dim¢ P = 1. Certainly, for a suborder Q of P, 
we also have rt-dim¢ Q = 1, hence n-dirn~ Q = 1, i.e. Q ~ ~. Since ~k is closed under 
the formation of suborders and Dedekind-MacNeil le completion we have n- 
dime P = re-dime ~_(P, P, ~<). The statements can now be obtained with Theorem 10 
and Corollary 9. [] 
Both results are well known for the special case that • is the class of linear ordered 
sets (for the first result cf. [4, 15], for the second cf. I-5]). A further class satisfying the 
assumptions i , for example, the class of series-parallel orders. 
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